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draw out each other’s shifting figures and themes with an almost alarming

versatility: “Martyrologies … demonstrate that religious beliefs and represen-

tational practices were not neatly aligned in the period but were in flux.  Vir-

ginity was not an ideal which only Catholic writers deployed; miracles were

not eliminated in Protestant martyrological writing; Catholic writers reworked

and relied upon the language of inwardness and conscience” (235).  Indeed,

it is often difficult to distinguish between Protestant and Catholic depictions

of martyrs, and it is sometimes unfortunate that Monta’s uneven treatment

occasionally obscures this fascinating and difficult topic.  While it is critically

useful to blur categorical distinctions in order to draw out points of  similarity,

Monta could have established clearer lines of discursive organization to better

identify variations.  She has a habit of insisting on both similarity and difference

between Protestant and Catholic practices at the same time, such that it is often

difficult to follow her otherwise very interesting arguments about how Prot-

estant and Catholic writers use the discourses of martyrdom to characterize

religious virtues as performative ideals.  At other points, the effect of extensive

examples is that of repetition, and the sense of an expanding argument falls

quite flat.  For instance, after an ingenious reading of how The Virgin Martyr
evokes an active engagement in the politics of religion in the final chapter, five

examples of Catholic texts, some at length, are used to make a single point of

comparison (that Catholic priests in the 1640s embraced a patriotic position,

claiming sympathy for a politically fraught country and potentially compro-

mising their statuses as martyrs).  Though occasionally difficult to follow, this

contribution to scholarship on early modern literature, drama, and religious

history is knowledgeable and insightful.
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Literature and Religious Culture in Seventeenth-Century England is a welcome

addition to the field of early modern cultural studies.  Reid Barbour has

produced an original and meticulously researched book that demonstrates

the complexity of religious stocktaking in Caroline England.  Barbour inter-

rogates the traditional metanarratives applied to the Caroline church, eschew-
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ing the language of binaries in his exploration of the “Caroline religious

imagination” and the “circumstances of English Protestant faith” (10, 3).

Following in the footsteps of Achsah Guibbory, Kevin Sharpe, and Anthony

Milton, Barbour takes us beyond the “Spirit of Anglicanism” or the Angli-

can/Puritan divide and thrusts us into the overdetermined world of  the

British church between 1625 and 1649, a world characterized by dialogism,

paradox, and ideological gaps.

Barbour, in new historicist fashion, broadly defines literature, unveiling

religious stocktaking in sermons, religious tracts, poetry, diaries, philosophical

treatises, and plays.  His book is both telescopic and microscopic in its vision:

it scrutinizes a wide spectrum of early modern works on ecclesiology, theol-

ogy, and natural philosophy by Stuart writers, but also produces myriad close

readings of familiar and lesser known works.  Barbour’s analyses of these

texts not only further our understanding of the ways in which the clergy and

laity struggled to forge the national church into an unified body but also reveal

how the failure to stabilize an ecclesiastical identity and secure wholesale con-

formity contributed to the onset of civil war.

Barbour begins his book by considering the struggle of three Caroline

communities to reconstitute English Protestant heroism.  The church heroic,

he demonstrates, was a matter of great importance to the court of Charles I,

the Ferrar family at Little Gidding, and Lucius Cary, Lord Falkland, at Great

Tew.  Each of  these three communities, he suggests, offers its own vision of

heroic Protestantism.  Eclipsed by the militant Protestantism of Elizabeth I,

Charles I strove to constitute “a brave new ideal of religious heroism” through

ceremony, seeking in the process “to create in symbol the honor that was

languishing in military action and foreign policy” (26).  The insular community

at Little Gidding was more sceptical in its assessment of Protestant heroism,

particularly in its reliance on violence to advance the kingdom.  Though eager

to restore English parish religion and to export Protestantism, the community

at Little Gidding perceived religious heroism “as a laborious, resourceful, and

vulnerable struggle in the fallen world over the terms and costs of an ex-

change between violence and spirituality” (53).  At Great Tew, heroism was

less a military than an intellectual endeavor.  For Lucius Cary, Protestant hero-

ism was neo-Platonic, sceptical, and irenic.  The community at Great Tew

prized reason, censured violence, defended doubt and even dissent, and

embraced a universalist soteriology.  Barbour shows that Great Tew and
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Little Gidding, paradoxically, both challenged and helped to sustain the court’s

renovation of religious heroism.

In his third chapter, Barbour turns from heroism to the role of liturgy

and decorum in enriching the rites of  worship, particularly to the anxiety over

the function of fancy in church services.  Barbour associates Laud’s dreams

about religion with his promotion of ceremony as an ecclesiastical asset based

upon “the ritualized body, the stimulated senses, and the disciplined imagina-

tion” (91).  While celebrating their own decorous fancy, the Laudians deemed

the extemporaneous prayers of the Calvinist conformists false and unregu-

lated fancy, to which Calvinists responded by labelling the carnal “superfluous

opulence” of Laudian ceremony Popish fancy (97).  This Caroline debate

over the transgressive imagination and decorous ceremony remained unre-

solved, despite the desire of many Caroline authors to merge spirit and

ceremony.

Protestant stocktaking in Caroline England is further complicated, Barbour

suggests in chapter four, by the disagreement over the theological, social, and

ecclesiastical significance of personhood.  Barbour explores the way in which

Caroline divines schematize the interaction between persons and God and

between human beings; he discovers in their sermons a fixation on the elec-

tion or reprobation of persons and a tension between spiritual and social

discourses on personhood.  Scripture advises that “God is not a respecter of

persons” (Acts 10:34), yet this does not accord with the doctrine of double

predestination.  Humans who “respect persons … commit sin” (James 2:9);

however, this biblical injunction subverts the Laudian emphasis on the deco-

rum of social place in a hierarchical society.  An associated dilemma, Barbour

claims, surfaces in regard to the person of the clergy, reflecting the tension

between the Puritan view of the personal authority of a minister as a particu-

lar and private man and the Laudian framing of the ministerial person as

“institutional, composite, and conformable” (146).  Barbour claims that this

homiletic debate over personhood is played out on the Caroline stage, as

both “drama and pulpit were bound up in the search for the meaning of

God’s disregard for persons” and of the “person of the parson” (163,165).

Barbour moves from the world of the stage to the book of nature in his

final chapters, examining the role of natural philosophy in Caroline religious

stocktaking.  Though the majority of  Stuart writers viewed theology and

natural philosophy as related disciplines, they disputed the place of “natural
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inquiry” in religion (180).  Barbour places Francis Bacon and Robert Fludd on

two ends of the philosophical spectrum, and Sir Thomas Browne, William

Harvey, and George Hakewell (among others) somewhere in the middle,

and associates particular natural philosophies with certain ecclesiastical prac-

tices.  He finds in the works of Donne, for example, a “theory of  natural

plenism and holism” which accords with “his belief in the ceremonial unity

of the church” (210), just as Edward Herbert’s emphasis on “rational and

natural law” leads him to disregard rituals, priests, canon laws, and other

features of the prelatical church (211).  Barbour cleverly ties his discussion of

natural philosophy and Protestant ecclesiology to the Jacobean Book of

Sports and the Caroline vogue of landscape poetry and painting, relating, for

example, the treatment of nature in the poetry of Robert Herrick to his

appreciation of “a mythic cosmos, festive society, and ceremonial church”

(218).  Thus, the complex religious significance of the renovation of natural

philosophy in the Caroline period is borne out in Barbour’s book.

Literature and Religious Culture in Seventeenth-Century England is not an easy

book to navigate.  The breadth of  Barbour’s subject, the numerous texts he

scrutinizes, and the density of his prose make it difficult, at times, for the

reader to establish connections between his ideas.  However, it remains an

extraordinarily erudite, stimulating, and comprehensive exploration of Caroline

Protestantism across various discursive formations.  Barbour accomplishes

his lofty goal to trace the ways in which “the inventors of Caroline orthodoxy

attempted to convert the vexations of circumstantial compromise into a

code of valor, a boon to the fancy, a genealogy of religious truths, a decorum

of holiness, and a natural philosophy” (250).  This book is, therefore, essential

reading for scholars in the field.

Sharon Achinstein.  Literature and Dissent in Milton’s England.  Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 2003.  xii + 302 pp. + 11 illus.  $60.00.  Review

by P. G. STANWOOD, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

This long, thoughtful, hugely detailed book seeks, in its author’s words, to

accomplish two aims: “First, it observes how, as a community and a political

concept, dissent was created through cultural forms arising from an experi-

ence of  social exclusion.… Second, the book observes the changing nature


